Case study // Neenah Paper
Easy to manage, easy to scale
Within nine months, RDA and Neenah had implemented Sitecore XP and Sitecore
Commerce and delivered a new site for Neenah’s Astrobrights brand. According to
Crowder, “Now that the Astrobrights site is in place, it’s simple to spin up additional
websites in support of new and existing brands.”
The Sitecore solution serves multiple storefronts, each with a unique brand presence
and e-commerce catalog. RDA integrated Neenah’s CRM and ERP systems, as well as
Avalara tax calculations, Chase Paymentech processing, and UPS and FedEx shipping
to create a streamlined experience for customers.
“Sitecore allowed us the flexibility to mesh out-of-the-box functionality with custom
requirements to deliver a great user experience for Neenah’s customers,” says
Crowder.

RDA enables businesses to attract, engage, and
retain customers in order to provide a seamless
personalized experience. Our proven commerce
frameworks and pre-built components reduce
implementation time and costs while simplifying
the customer buying experience.

Services

With its new content management and e-commerce platform, Neenah has certainly
increased workflow efficiencies. Additionally, running Sitecore on Azure, Neenah has
decreased costs relating to infrastructure and database administration. Meanwhile,
the paper company anticipates a 12- to 24-month return on investment for the
entire project.
“Sitecore’s powerful framework for content and commerce combined with the speed
and reliability of Azure helps us deliver a great customer experience while achieving
faster time-to-market and control over infrastructure costs,” says Saunders.
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Industries Served

A premium customer experience
The modernized digital solution now provides superior navigation and a unified
brand presence across sites. Elegant product presentation, streamlined purchasing,
and integrated payment solutions offer a premium online experience that meets
customer needs and prevents migration to competitive sites.
Next steps include adding more brands to the Sitecore platform to accelerate
customer engagement and boost revenue. Furthermore, the marketing team is
planning new cross-marketing promotions to grow online sales. Eventually, Neenah
will use Sitecore XP to market in context of a visitor’s current and past interaction
with its brand in real time.
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“It’s great to know that whatever we dream up for our customers’ digital experience,
we can make it happen with Sitecore,” concludes Saunders.
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